
Who is the American Society for Nutrition? 
 
The American Society for Nutrition (ASN) is a not-for-profit, multidisciplinary, scientific and educational 
society with over 4,200 members in more than 75 countries working in academia, practice, 
government, and industry.  ASN members include a diverse spectrum of nutrition-related fields 
including basic and clinical researchers, physicians, registered dietitians, nutritional economists, policy 
experts and analysts, and nutrition educators, who each contribute to, and benefit from, a crossroads 
of many disciplines within this broad community.  Through excellence in nutrition research and 
practice, ASN members enhance scientific knowledge and quality of life.  ASN supports the education 
and training of the next generation of nutrition scientists.  ASN is also a constituent society of the 
Federation of American Societies for Experimental Biology (FASEB).  Founded in 1912, FASEB has 
consistently advanced biological science through collaborative advocacy for research policies that 
promote scientific progress and education and lead to improvements in human health. 
 

 
ASN has three Scientific Councils (international nutrition, medical nutrition, and nutrition sciences) and 
16 Research Interest Groups which represent specialized interest areas such as obesity, nutrient-
gene interactions, aging and chronic disease, community and public health nutrition, and nutrition 
education.  ASN’s relationships and reputation within the greater scientific community enable the 
organization to have immediate access to internationally known experts in the field of nutrition which 
enables ASN membership to tackle pressing nutrition issues, including obesity.  ASN builds 
partnerships and fosters collaboration to develop and test strategies to help prevent and treat obesity 
and its related diseases. 
 
OBESITY: The Nature of the Problem 
 
The dramatic increase in obesity incidence over recent decades reflects an environment 
characterized by increased access to abundant and inexpensive food, as well as family and work 
environments that do not promote physical activity.  Obesity is a major public health concern because 
it increases the risk of disability or premature death associated with diseases such as diabetes, heart 
disease, certain cancers, and osteoarthritis, and also impairs quality of life. 
 
Today we live in an environment where calorically-dense foods high in total fat and simple sugars are 
affordable and readily available.  Energy expenditure is minimized by technological advances, such as 
cars, electronic media, and sedentary jobs.  Although some individuals can remain at a healthy weight 
in this environment, for many others the ‘obesogenic’ environment promotes the consumption of more 
energy (calories) than are needed.  Evidence suggests that genetic factors cause some individuals to 
have a genetic predisposition to overeat and gain weight, especially in the current environment.  
Alarmingly, studies indicate that a mother’s dietary intake before and during pregnancy can directly 
increase a child’s risk of becoming obese.  This increased risk of adverse health consequences, 
including obesity, heart disease, and type 2 diabetes, occurs through a genetic “programming” 
process known as epigenetics.  Successful interventions to reduce the obesity epidemic need to occur 
prior to conception and early in pregnancy, as well as throughout life. 

ASN Mission: to support the dissemination and application of nutrition science to improve 
public health and clinical practice worldwide; develop and extend knowledge of nutrition of 
humans and animals through multidisciplinary research; provide reliable nutrition information 
to those who need it, and advocate for nutrition research and its application to development 
and implementation of policies and practices related to nutrition; facilitate contact among 
investigators in nutrition, medicine and related fields of interest; and promote graduate 
education and training of physicians in nutrition. 



Obesity Research Needs 
 
Effective strategies to stem the current obesity epidemic are clearly needed, but have been difficult to 
devise.  Although dietary and behavioral interventions often produce medically important weight loss, 
current treatments are widely recognized as having limited effectiveness without preventing weight 
regain.   
 
The prevention and treatment of obesity requires additional research to understand the 
complex causes of obesity.  Funding is needed to support novel and creative nutrition 
research efforts that sustain weight maintenance and reduce the co-morbidities of obesity. 
 
Through translational research, ASN members are working to understand how obesity develops and 
negatively impacts the health of individuals.  With this basic knowledge, we are developing and 
evaluating strategies to prevent obesity in individuals, to aid and maintain weight loss, and to identify 
and advocate for environmental and policy changes that best support a healthy weight in the U.S. 
population.  Key areas that require additional research by ASN members include:   
 
Basic Research 

• The impact of nutrients in early development, from pre-conception to adolescence, on obesity; 
• Determinants of individual variation in energy metabolism and physical activity and how this 

variation affects obesity risk; 
• Methods to translate basic and animal model research into clinical studies to understand the 

causes of human obesity; 
• Mechanisms by which obesity confers negative effects on gene expression and metabolism. 

 
Clinical Studies / Health Consequences 

• Specific health consequences of obesity and how they may be treated; 
• Why it is so difficult to lose weight and maintain weight loss; 
• The control of energy expenditure to maximize calories burned, including the role of brown fat; 
• Nutritional strategies to help people maintain weight loss;  
• How results from smaller-scale human clinical studies can be applied to develop population-

based recommendations. 
 

Obesity Prevention 
• Documentation of what foods people consume and how this is related to obesity and health; 
• The contribution of taste preferences to overeating; 
• How food packaging impacts food choices; 
• Strategies for healthy eating without losing the enjoyment of food; 
• How marketing/advertising impacts food purchasing; 
• Strategies by which the food industry can aid individuals in the goal of maintaining their weight, 

such as reformulation of products to be more nutrient-dense and satiating; 
• The role of government in setting food and nutrition-related policy (including food labeling, 

advertising limits, portion control, school meals, transportation policy, urban planning, and the 
built environment). 

 
In summary, the American Society for Nutrition (ASN) is in a unique position to tackle the complex  
problem of obesity through multi-disciplinary research.  With our members’ broad expertise, we are  
poised to expand scientific frontiers and develop novel approaches to prevent and treat  
this devastating condition.  Given the large impact of obesity on U.S. health care costs ($147  
billion), ASN urges the allocation of resources needed to support research and find innovative   
solutions to overcome the important public health challenge of obesity.  


